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Technical Requirements
Darkness: needed to work - usually 30-60 minutes after sunset.
Best in unlit locations, with no streetlights or direct lighting.
Power: 2 x 16 Amp sockets with C-form connectors.
If generator fed it should be suitable for electronic equipment.
Footprint: The Lightweight globe is about 4.5m in all dimensions.
The nearby 3m Gazebo is flexible in its location, and can be replaced
with a parasol in tight spots.
Space: also needed for audience to gather, and watch.
Crew: self-contained - 2 crew will set up our own equipment,
approx 4 hours required, and 1.5 hours to de-rig.
Access: for our VW Transporter van registration number YG57 OET
for the duration of the set up, with nearby parking for access to storage.
Stewards: usually needed for audience management.
Continuous Operation: engages audience over the whole evening.
Simple, flexible. Few burdens on the promotor.

LightWeight
Mesmerising Participatory Lightshow
audiences become animated creatures spinning around the globe

A 4-metre diameter inflated sphere
sits on a 3m diameter metal frame
with three adjustable height legs.
It works on uneven ground, grass or
even indoors given enough room and
a blackout.
Our nearby outdoor photography station features a face-recognition
camera that sends images to the globe wirelessly.
2 x 16amp sockets preferred, but its possible to run off a single 13amp
domestic socket (approx 11amps drawn). We need power at the globe
and our nearby camera station.
The piece can run all evening, or be timed to suit your requirements.
£5m public liability carried. Risk Assessment / Operational Plan supplied.

Content
Unique: We bring an entrancing range of video, animation and visual
effects with bespoke music all programmed in a captivating presentation.
Interactive: Highly engaging and inviting participation. Audiences faces
are captured and rapidly mapped into live animations that spin around
the globe - creative, playful and interactive.
Bespoke: This creative public showcase is able to present new video,
images or sounds - let us develop new material around your theme.
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